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General
Michael Quarterly (short name: Michael ) (www .michaelquarterly .no) is a 
publication series by The Norwegian Medical Society (Det norske medicin-
ske Selskab, www .dnms .no ) presenting high quality papers on topics within 
the range of interests held by the Society. Such topics include medical his-
tory, public health and other general issues on health and medicine of rel-
evance to a wide readership. 

Michael is published four times a year. Supplementary volumes are pub-
lished at irregular intervals. Manuscripts are subject to peer review.

Michael publishes articles in Norwegian or in English, depending on 
topic and main readership. Other languages may be considered if found 
applicable by the editors.

Michael is an open access journal published electronically at www .dnms .no 
and www .michaelquarterly .no. A printed version is available to individual 
subscribers.

All material submitted should in general conform to the Uniform requi-
rements for manuscripts submitted to biomedical journals (the Vancouver style: 
www .icmje .org). Authors may ask for the editors’ consent to publish articles 
from e.g. history or social sciences in the format often used in these fields, 
where references and comments are given in footnotes or endnotes. Referen-
ces should then be written in the Vancouver-style and appear only in the 
notes.   

All authors must give signed consent to publication and give the e-mail 
address of the author to whom correspondence and proofs should be sent. 
Manuscripts should be named with the first author’s family name and a key 
word/short title and submitted by e-mail to one of the two editors:
magne .nylenna@helsebiblioteket .no
oivind .larsen@medisin .uio .no 
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Papers
Review articles as well as original articles are welcome. Articles should nor-
mally not exceed 3 000 words and 30 references. The contents of original 
articles should be arranged in the customary order: Abstract, Introduction, 
Material and Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions, although these 
chapters may be given other headings for reasons of style. References, Tables 
and Figures should follow. 

The title page should bear the name of the author(s) and the title of the 
article (brief but comprehensive) (bold). Page two should start with an 
abstract (italics), not exceeding 200 words. Section titles should be given 
in bold and, if necessary, a second (paragraph) level of titles should be given 
in italics. A list of the authors’ names, addresses (including e-mail) and 
 affiliations should be given after the references (italics).

References should conform to the Vancouver style, being numbered con-
secutively in the order in which they are first mentioned in the text. Only 
published and publicly available papers should be included among the re-
ferences. References to archive material should clearly identify the archive 
and include a proper document address. Identify consecutive references in 
text with arabic numerals in parenthesis, starting at (1). List all authors for 
each source when six or less; when seven or more, give first six et al. Foot-
notes or endnotes can be accepted under special circumstances, see above. 
Arabic numbers are used for the notes. 

Figures should be submitted electronically, preferably in jpeg-format 
(min 300 dpi), and as separate attachements. They must be professionally 
drawn and photographed. Letters, numbers and symbols must be clear and 
in proportion to each other. Colour photographs and graphs may be repro-
duced in colour, but they should also be fit for being printed in black and 
white, if so decided by the editors. 

Tables should be typed double spaced, each on a separate page, with 
heading and number underneath. 

Figures and tables should not duplicate information given in the text of 
the article.

If applicable, short Acknowledgements may be added at the end of the 
article, after References . 

Proofs are sent in PDF-format by e-mail to the corresponding author. 
Authors are requested to check their proofs carefully for printer’s errors and 
return them within 48 hours.




